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Abstract— Autonomous vehicles often rely on high-definition
(HD) maps to navigate around. However, lane markings (LMs)
are not necessarily static objects due to wear & tear from
usage and road reconstruction & maintenance. Therefore, the
wrong matching between LMs in the HD map and sensor
readings may lead to erroneous localization or even cause
traffic accidents. It is imperative to keep LMs up-to-date.
However, frequently recollecting data with dedicated hardware
and specialists to update HD maps is not only cost-prohibitive
but also unviable. Here we propose to utilize crowdsourced
images from multiple vehicles at different times to help verify
LMs for HD map maintenance. We obtain the LM distribution
in the image space by considering the camera pose uncertainty
in perspective projection. Both LMs in HD map and LMs in the
image are treated as observations of LM distributions which
allow us to construct posterior conditional distribution (a.k.a
Bayesian belief functions) of LMs from either sources. An LM is
consistent if belief functions from the map and the image satisfy
statistical hypothesis testing. We further extend the Bayesian
belief model into a sequential belief update using crowdsourced
images. LMs with a higher probability of existence are kept in
the HD map whereas those with a lower probability of existence
are removed from the HD map. We verify our approach using
real data. Experimental results show that our method is capable
of verifying and updating LMs in the HD map.

I. INTRODUCTION

The fast-evolving autonomous vehicle (AV) technology
has the potential to drastically change modern transportation.
Many AVs rely on a high-definition (HD) map to navigate
around. HD maps include a highly accurate and realistic
representation of the road, including many types of objects
such as lane markings (LMs), traffic signs, street lamp posts,
etc. In the absence of accurate GPS signals, the precision of
LMs in HD maps is important for the vehicle to recognize
lanes and plan for its motion. However, LMs are not neces-
sarily constant because they wear out due to road usage and
also vary due to road construction and maintenance. A set
of outdated LMs may lead to erroneous localization results.
Frequently recollecting LM data is not only cost-prohibitive
but also unviable. It is common that the change frequency
of the road environment, especially in urban environment, is
always faster than the rate of sending out a mapping fleet.

We propose to utilize crowdsourced images to keep LMs
up-to-date in the HD map. We view LMs in both the HD
map and the crowdsourced images as observations of LM
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Fig. 1. (a) LMs are extracted from front-view camera images. We project
LMs from the HD map, which have unique ID numbers in the map database,
into the front-view camera images taken at different time with index i <
j < k. Different colors stand for different stages for LM belief. LM in
purple is “inconsistent”, LM in Yellow is “undetermined”, and LM in green
is “consistent”. (b) With accumulated observations such as camera images in
(a) from left to right, the LMs with ID1001 and ID1002 are “consistent” and
kept in the HD map, while the LM with ID1005 is labeled as “inconsistent”
and removed from the HD map.

distribution. We model the posterior LM distribution in either
source using Gaussian kernels. We take the uncertainty from
camera poses into consideration for image-based observa-
tions. We examine their consistency within the same image
coordinate using statistical hypothesis testing. We then estab-
lish a sequential Bayesian model for updating the posterior
LM distributions using a sequence of crowdsourced images.
We threshold the conditional probability to determine if
each LM is consistent, inconsistent, or undetermined. We
have implemented our map verification algorithm and tested
it using real data. The experimental results show that the
algorithm has achieved its design goal and outperformed
commonly used intersection over union (IoU) metric in
precision, recall and F1-measure.

II. RELATED WORK

AVs require up-to-date high definition maps to ensure safe
navigation and to cope with environmental changes [1]–[5].
To create updatable HD maps, it is necessary to 1) have the
ability to detect LMs, 2) design a flexible data structure to
represent maps, and 3) develop algorithms to validate and
maintain HD maps.

LM detection and tracking play an important role in
autonomous driving, which has been studied for years [6]–
[8]. Andrade et al. [9] use Hough transform to track LMs
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through the shape-preserving spline interpolation. In [10],
we fuse camera images and lidar point clouds to detect
LMs and assess LM quality by proposing correctness, shape
and visibility metrics. Our recent work [11] also generates
virtual LMs in sensor space while considering vehicle size
and kinodynamic constraints. Huang et al. [12] detect and
estimate multiple LMs by fusing calibrated video images
and laser range data captured by a moving vehicle. Kang
et al. [13] propose a probabilistic decision-making algorithm
to track curbs that uses interacting multiple model method
for autonomous mobile robot navigation. Li et al. [14]
apply hierarchical neural networks to detect lane boundaries
including those areas without any lane markings. Here we
build on existing LM detection work to provide inputs for
HD map maintenance.

In robotics, simultaneous localization and mapping
(SLAM) has developed many map representations as a
collection of landmarks which include occupancy grids [15],
[16], sparse visual features [17]–[19], and point clouds [20].
However, most existing map representation are designed for
stationary objects without consideration of frequent updates.

In recent developments, Ryde et al. [21] employ multi-
resolution occupied voxel lists to represent 3D spatial maps,
which detects changes by finding points that do not locate
inside an occupied voxel after alignment. Aijazi et al. [22]
extract temporarily static and mobile 3D point clouds by
matching sensor’s observations on at different times of
the day, which yields the progressively modified 3D urban
landscape. Wang et al. [23] detect and track dynamic objects
in dynamic environments, and build a map that satisfies both
navigation and safety requirements for autonomous driving
in urban areas. Julie et al. [24] assign scores for features
in the map, which depend on the geometric distribution
and characteristics when the features are re-detected at a
different time. Sun et al. [25] present a novel semantic
mapping approach for the successfully mapping of a dynamic
environment using more than two weeks of data. Nurminen
et al. [26] propose methods to support spatial updating
and rapid alignment of physical and virtual spaces in the
3D mobile maps. Unlike existing approaches, we employ
Bayes’ theorem to track the belief changes of LMs by
fusing observations from crowdsourced data. Our method can
remove or add LMs as needed over long periods of time.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

When a vehicle is driving on a street with HD maps, it
takes images from its camera and verifies if LMs on the road
are the same as those in its HD map. The HD map usually
consists of a variety of objects such as LMs, traffic signs,
street lamp posts, etc. LMs are the most common landmarks
to help achieve high precision global localization. Here we
focus on verifying LMs in the HD map.

A. Assumptions and Coordinate Systems

The vehicle is equipped with a front facing camera to ob-
serve the LMs. We assume that the camera is pre-calibrated,
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Fig. 2. System diagram. Given the inputs, we want to label consistence
category for each LM set in the HD map.

and the nonlinear distortion of images has been removed
[27].

All coordinate systems or frames are right-handed systems
and defined as follows,
• {C} defines the camera coordinate system with its origin

at the camera center, z-axis pointing forward coinciding
with the camera’s principal axis, and its x-axis and y-
axis parallel to the horizontal and vertical directions of
camera imaging sensor, respectively.

• {I} defines the image coordinate system. Let Ix =
[u v]T ∈ It be a pixel point in camera image It in {I}
at time t where (u, v) is the image coordinate.

• {G} defines the vehicle global frame with the x-axis
pointing to the east, y-axis pointing north, and z-axis
pointing upward.

Note that we will attach frames to a variable as the left
super and sub scripts to indicate which frame the variable is
associated with.

B. HD Map and Camera Inputs

We have inputs from both a HD map database and the
on-board camera/sensors. From the HD map, we have,
• GMi is the i-th LM consisting of a set of points GMi :=
{GMi,j ∈ R3|j = 1, 2, ..., nl}, where Mi,j is the j-th
point in the LM and nl is the number of the points
in the i-th LM. Correspondingly, we also have IMi in
camera frame.

• Mp is a HD map consisted of a set of LMs Mp :=
{GMi ⊂ R3|i = 1, 2, ..., nm} where GMi is the i-th
LM set and nm is the number of LMs.

Through an on-board map-based localization algorithm,
the vehicle obtains the camera pose and its uncertainty range.
Denote the camera’s pose at time t by CGTt. CGTt is the rigid
body transformation from frame G to frame C,

C
GTt =

[ C
GRt

C
Gtt

01×3 1

]
,

where CGtt is the translation vector from the origin of {G} to
the origin of {C}, and CGRt ∈ SO3 is the rotation matrix from
{G} to {C} and represented in Euler angle αt = [φ, θ, ψ]T

in Z-Y-X order [28].
For uncertainties of camera poses, we have multivariate

Gaussian αt ∼ N (ᾱt,Σαt
) and CGtt ∼ N (CG t̄t,Σtt), where

Σαt and Σtt are the corresponding covariance matrices for
rotation and translation, respectively. Here, the overhead
symbol ‘–’ represents the mean of the vector.

For camera image It, we can extract LM points using lane
detection algorithms [10]. It results in Ixs as LM points in
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the image (see Box 4 in Fig. 2). We do not need to group
them into different LM sets. Assemble all LM points Ixs,
we obtain set zt and its cardinality nh = |zt|.

C. Problem Definition

We want to use crowdsourced images to confirm or discon-
firm each LM set GMi in HD map. This will generate three
labeled categories including “consistent”, “inconsistent” or
“undetermined.” The “consistent” LM GMi will be kept
in the HD map while “inconsistent” LM points will be
removed, and those “undetermined” LM points will require
more observations in the future to ascertain its consistency.

Given a sequence of crowdsourced data ordered by time
t = 0, ..., T where T the latest time index, our problem is
defined as follows,

Problem 1: Given the HD mapMp, camera images I0:T ,
and historical camera poses CGT0:T with known covariance
matrices, label consistence category for each LM set GMi

in the HD map Mp.

IV. ALGORITHM

Fig. 2 illustrates our system diagram. It mainly contains
the following blocks: (1.1-1.3) we project LM points from
HD map into the correct camera frame of the vehicle. We
analyze and compute the uncertainty of the projected points;
(2) We update LM point belief modeling given the current
image observation; (3.1-3.5) LM point belief update by
accumulating all the historical camera observations. We start
with the first block.

A. Lane Marking Projection and Uncertainty Analysis

Note that the vehicle samples data periodically. At discrete
time t, we have the camera’s pose {CGRt,

C
Gtt}. We extract a

subset of LMs from the HD map based on vehicle speed vt
and distance threshold dm,

Mm={GMi,j |‖GMi,j + CGR
ᵀ
t
C
Gtt‖ ≤ dm,GMi,j ∈Mp}.

(1)
Here, ‖ · ‖ is the vector l2-norm. Distance threshold dm is
obtained as follows,

dm =

{
ζ · vtτ if vt > 0

νv, otherwise

where ζ controls the overlapping regions of the HD map
between neighboring Mm, τ is the sampling interval, and
νv is a constant. Define U = K C

GRt, and U3ᵀ to be the
third row of U. Here, K ∈ R3×3 is the intrinsic camera
matrix under the pin hole model. We remove point GMi,j in
Mm that is in the back of the camera if the condition,

U3ᵀ(GMi,j + CGR
T
t
C
Gtt) < 0,

is satisfied. Recall Mm is made of a set of LM points with
known LM index, and we have grouped the points belonging
to the i-th LM as GMi. We accumulate such LMs that can
be projected into image It in set {GMi|i ∈Mt}, whereMt

is the index set.

Given the camera pose {CGRt,
C
Gtt}, we can project LMs

from {G} to {C} through perspective projection,

x̃r = cpK(CGRtXr + CGtt) (2)

for each LM point Xr ∈ GMi, where cp is a scalar, and
a vector with symbol ‘∼’ on top is in its homogeneous
representation. This generates a projected HD map pixel set
zm,t := {Ixr|Xr ∈ GMi} at time t.

The point positions of Xr are not noise free. We need to
understand how it propagates to the image frame. The noise
distribution of Xr is modeled as bounded Gaussian with a
zero-mean and covariance matrix σ2

rI3, where I3 is a 3× 3
identity matrix and σr is determined by the accuracy of the
HD map. As a function of ν = [αT

t ,X
T
r ,
C
Gt

T
t ]T in (2), we

have

cov

(αtXr
C
Gtt

)=

 Σαt
03×3 cov(αt,

C
Gtt)

03×3 σ2
rI3 03×3

cov(αt,
C
Gtt) 03×3 Σtt

 ,
(3)

by assuming that Xr is independent of the other two vectors.
Then we have

Σxr = Jνcov

(αtXr
C
Gtt

)JT
ν , (4)

under the first-order approximation (see Box 1.3 in Fig. 2) in
error forward propagation, where Jν is the Jacobian matrix
of (2) by

Jν =
∂x̃r
∂ν

= cpK
[
∂(CGRtXr)

∂αt

C
GRt I3×3

]
. (5)

The covariance matrix Σxr characterizes the uncertainty of
the projected LM points from HD map to the current camera
frame. It allows us to establish a belief model for LM points.

B. Intra-Frame Lane Marking Verification

It is worth noting that verifying LMs between the HD
map and those in the current camera frame is not a point-
to-point verification. In fact, this is a set-to-set association
and requires a new belief model to facilitate this. We first
establish a pixel-wise intra-frame belief function to verify
LMs using a single frame.

Due to the existence of noises in HD maps, the projected
HD map zm,t can be understood as an observation of actual
LMs in the current camera coordinate system. We model
the conditional probability distribution of a pixel being a
true LM pixel as a weighted sum of Gaussian functions
established given the pixel and its neighbors (see Fig. 3(a))
in the observation zm,t,

fm(Ix|zm,t) =
∑

Ix∈Ne(Ixr)

wa
exp(− 1

2d(Ix, Ixr))

2π
√
|Σxr
|

(6)

where d(Ix, Ixr) = (Ix− Ixr)TΣ−1xr
(Ix− Ixr), Ne(Ixr)

is the neighboring set with d(Ix, Ixr) ≤ κ2m, κm is a thresh-
old, |Σxr

| is the determinant of Σxr
, wa is a normalization

factor, a = 1, 2, ..., ng , and ng is the set cardinality of
Ne(

Ixr). Here we set κ2m = F−1(α, 2), where F−1(α, 2) is
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Fig. 3. Pixel-wise LM probability distribution fm(Ix|zm,t) from the
HD map in (a) and fs(Ix|zt) from the image in (b).

the inverse cumulative χ2 distribution function with a desired
confidence level of α and 2 degrees of freedom.

Similarly, the current camera image also provides an
observation zt, we can model the conditional probability
distribution fs(

Ix|zt) where fs(·) shares the same format
of fm(·) (6) except that the noise covariance matrix is σ2

sI2
instead of Σxr

, and σs is determined by the accuracy of our
LM segmentation model. An example of fm(Ix|zm,t) and
fs(
Ix|zt) is shown in Fig. 3(b).

For a pixel Ix ∈ zt, we can obtain both fm(Ix|zm,t)
and fs(

Ix|zt). This allows us to test if Ix is a consistent
LM pixel across the HD map data and the camera image
by verifying if fm(Ix|zm,t) and fs(

Ix|zt) are the same
distribution through goodness of fit test,

H0: Ix is a consistent LM pixel.
H1: Otherwise.

Through chi-square goodness of fit test [29], we have

χ2 =

(
fs(
Ix|zt)− fm(Ix|zm,t)

)2
fm(Ix|zm,t)

.

We reject H0 if

χ2 > χ2
1−β,1,

where β is the significance level.
Thus for each LM zm,t at time t, we obtain the consistent

pixel set as,

Xi,t :=
{Ix|fs(Ix|zt) ≤

fm(Ix|zm,t) +
√
fm(Ix|zm,t)χ2

1−β,1,
Ix ∈ zm,t

}
.

Define Xi,t|zt as the conditional spatial distribution of the
i-th LM GMi in camera frame given the observation zt. Then
we have

P (Xi,t|zt)=

{
1
ξ

∑
Ix∈Xi,t

fs(
Ix|zt), if Xi,t 6= ∅,

0, otherwise,
(7)

where ξ is a normalization factor.
Note that as P (Xi,t|zt) is easily influenced by the current

observation zt, and current camera pose with respect to
{G}. We need to fuse observations from multiple vehicles at
different times to ensure we can identify correct consistency
category so that the i-th LM should be kept or removed from
the HD map Mp.

C. Cross-frame Lane Marking Belief Update
LMs in the HD map can be classified into three categories:

1) LMs with no matchings in the image; 2) LMs which have
appeared in the image; and 3) false-positive LMs caused by
noises, which will be filtered out with more observations.
Here we combine all the historic observations for the LM
GMi from the crowdsourced images to establish a robust
belief function (see Box 3.3 in Fig. 2) and verify the
existence of LMs in the map.

Accumulating all images up-to-date into current obser-
vation zt at time t, we have Z0:t =

⋃
t{zt}. Note that

Z0:t−1 = Z0:t \ zt. Define P (Xi|Z0:t−1) as the conditional
spatial probability of the LM GMi given the observation
set Z0:t−1. Similarly, we define the conditional probability
P (Xi|Z0:t) here. To verify the existence of the LM GMi,
our problem becomes how to compute P (Xi|Z0:t) given the
current observation zt, previous observation set Z0:t−1 and
the conditional probability P (Xi|Z0:t−1).

We decompose the conditional probability P (Xi|Z0:t) and
have,

P (Xi|Z0:t) = P (Xi|Z0:t−1, zt) =
P (zt,Z0:t−1, Xi)

P (zt,Z0:t−1)

=
P (zt,Z0:t−1|Xi)P (Xi)

P (zt,Z0:t−1)
. (8)

Since observations in Z0:t−1 are independent of each
other, we have P (zt,Z0:t−1|Xi) =

∏t
t=0 P (zt|Xi,t) and

P (zt,Z0:t−1) =
∏t
t=0 P (zt). Plug them into (8), we obtain

P (Xi|Z0:t) =
P (Xi)

∏t
t=0 P (zt|Xi,t)∏t
t=0 P (zt)

. (9)

Similarly, we obtain P (Xi|Z0:t−1),

P (Xi|Z0:t−1) =
P (Xi)

∏t−1
t=0 P (zt|Xi,t)∏t−1
t=0 P (zt)

. (10)

Combine (9) and (10), we have

P (Xi|Z0:t)

P (Xi|Z0:t−1)
=
P (Xi)

∏t
t=0 P (zt|Xi,t)

P (Xi)
∏t−1
t=0 P (zt|Xi,t)

∏t−1
t=0 P (zt)∏t
t=0 P (zt)

=
P (zt|Xi,t)

P (zt)
. (11)

Plug P (zt|Xi,t) = P (Xi,t|zt)P (zt)/P (Xi,t) into (11) and
we have

P (Xi|Z0:t) = ζP (Xi,t|zt)P (Xi|Z0:t−1), (12)

where ζ is a normalization factor.
With more observations, we update the conditional prob-

ability P (Xi|Z0:t) for the i-th LM until it converges. For
initialization, we set P (Xi|Z0:t−1) to be 1, and utilize (7)
to update P (Xi|Z0:t) in (12).

We threshold P (Xi|Z0:t) to determine if the i-th LM is
consistent or not. Define εu and εv , 1 > εu > εv > 0,
as thresholds to determine if an LM is consistent or not.
If P (Xi|Z0:t) ≥ εu, then the i-th LM is consistent; if
P (Xi|Z0:t) ≤ εv , then the i-th LM is inconsistent; otherwise,
the i-th LM GMi is undetermined and we expect more
observations to confirm its consistency.
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Algorithm 1: Lane Marking Verification
Input: Mp,

C
GT0:t,

∑
α0:t

,
∑

t0:t
,Z0:t

Output: The i-th LM GMi is consistent or not
for t ∈ {0, 1, ..., t} do O(t)

Obtain set Mm using (1); O(nm lognm)
Compute Ixr through (2); O(1)
Generate fm(Ix|zm,t) by (6) ; O(ng)
Get fs(Ix|zt) through zτ ; O(nh)
Attain P (Xi|zt) in (7); O(1)
Obtain P (Xi|Z0:t−1) and P (Xi|Z0:t); O(1)
if P (Xi|Z0:t) ≥ εu then

Report GMi as “consistent”; O(1)
Stop updating P (Xi|Z0:t); O(1)

else if P (Xi|Z0:t) ≤ εv then
Mark GMi as “inconsistent”; O(1)

else
Mark GMi as “undetermined”; O(1)

TABLE I
DATASETS FOR COMPARISON

Dataset Date Length #Images Weather

A 2019 07 01 634s 4953 Partially sunny
B 2019 07 29 352s 3088 Light rain

D. Algorithm

We summarize our our LM verification algorithm in Al-
gorithm 1. It is noted that we stop updating P (Xi|Z0:t) for
the LM GMi if P (Xi|Z0:t) ≥ εu, thus the computation com-
plexity can be greatly decreased with the increasing number
of consistent LMs. Besides, we also utilize a local database
to store the LM belief every time with new observations to
decrease the memory usage (see Box 3.1 in Fig. 2). If an
LM’s belief by using crowdsourced images is still below the
pre-selected threshold and required to be removed, we query
the HD map and remove the corresponding LM.

The computational complexity of our algorithm is,
Lemma 1: Our lane marking verification algorithm runs

in O(tnm log(nm)).

V. EXPERIMENTS

We have implemented our algorithm in C++ under Ubuntu
16.04. It is tested on a Laptop PC with an Intel® Core™ i5-
8265U CPU@1.60GHz and 8 GB RAM. We collect images
using forward-looking cameras mounted on data collection
vehicles. The data have been collected on the north segment
of the 4th ring road in the Beijing. The vehicles runs on
the same part of road back and forth at different days and
different times. We collected two datasets with different
weather conditions (see Tab. I). The image resolution is 300
× 480. We plan to release our data and algorithm output, a
total of 14815 frames to the pubilc1.

We set εu = 0.99 and εv = 0.01 in experiments. To
evaluate the performance of our approach quantitatively,

1http://telerobot.cs.tamu.edu/lane/

TABLE II
EVALUATION USING REAL DATA

Dataset Methods Precision Recall F1-measure
Ours 91.13% 92.47% 91.80%

A r-IoU 88.32% 90.13% 89.22%
p-IoU 76.24% 79.38% 77.78%
Ours 92.36% 93.75% 93.05%

B r-IoU 87.22% 88.17% 87.69%
p-IoU 72.13% 75.26% 73.66%

three metrics, including precision, recall, and F1-measure
[30], are employed. The F1-measure is the harmonic mean
of precision and recall. Recall that set zm,t contains all the
project pixels for the i-th LM and zt has the LM pixels
extracted from the images. For comparison, we compare our
algorithms to the following approaches.
• r-IoU: we replace (7) using a common similarity metric:

intersection over union (IoU),

P (Xi,t|zt) =
|zm,t

⋂
zt|

|zm,t
⋃
zt|
.

• p-IoU: we project the all the historical LM pixels from
the camera images for the GMi to the latest image frame
IT and use IoU metric above to verify its existence.

The experimental results in Tab. II show that our approach
outperforms the r-IoU or p-IoU based approach. Set similar-
ity based approach generates a relatively lower P (Xi,t|zt)
by disregarding potential pixels that belong to the LM
and require more observations than our algorithm even for
consistent LMs. Besides, the p-IoU based method ignores
the camera pose uncertainty, map accuracy and lane marking
pixel noise, and yields poor verification performance.

In Fig. 4(a), we plot the receiver operating characteristic
(ROC) curves for each method by varying their respective
thresholds. In the ROC plane, the upper left corner represents
the ideal result. It is clear that our method outperforms the
IoU by a large margin. In fact, this is not surprising because
IoU produces too many false negatives.
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Fig. 4. (a) ROC curve for lane marking verification in comparison. The
curve in red is by our method, and the curve in blue is from IoU-based
approach (best viewed in color). (b) Examples of LM belief adjustment
with more and more observations.

We present ten example LMs from the HD map to il-
lustrate the belief update process: six consistent LMs have
been identified and kept in the map by our algorithm and
four LMs have been identified as inconsistent and hence
removed. We plot their belief changes as the number of
the observations increase in Fig. 4(b). Initially, most LMs
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are “undetermined” due to the lack of enough observations.
With more and more incoming observations, LM statuses
converge to either ”consistent” or ”inconsistent.” For an LM
that is kept in the map, it is clear that P (Xi|Z0:t) grows
monotonically toward εu. For LM that is inconsistent with
the map, its belief is mostly at a lower level all the times
and below the threshold εv , as expected.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Here we presented an algorithm for updating LMs in
HD maps using crowdsourced images. Realizing LMs in
both the HD map and camera images contain noises, we
modeled them respectively as observations of two LM spatial
distributions in the camera frame and check if they agreed
with each other via a goodness of fit test. We modeled the
Gaussian belief functions by considering noises from camera
motion. We derived a sequential Bayes’ model to allow the
belief functions to be updated using crowdsourced images.
We implemented and tested our algorithms using data col-
lected from testing vehicles and the results showed that our
approach is successful and outperformed the counterpart. In
the future, we will extend approach to other objects in HD
maps to ensure HD maps can be kept up-to-date at low cost.
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